We discuss the equations describing convective motion of a fluid with temperature and pressure dependent rheology.
where E* is activation energy, V* is activation volume, R is the gas constant; it then follows from (1) that 
These parameters are for shallow mantle convection, but for illustration only, to show that • << 1, • ~ 1.
In terms of 0, we have proposed that a basal boundary layer will have a temperature jump
A8 ~ O(•). (6) then implies that • varies by <• O(1) within the layer,
and so the isoviscous temperature 8rhe which one would expect in the cell interior is given by -non-hydrodynamic processes must be relevant. Therefore we expect that convection in a fluid On the other hand, the decrease in viscosity in a with such a rheology will constrain the interior basal thermal layer will greatly enhance instabi!ity.
= Srh e = 1-•y/(l+•) + O(e).

Calculations of Schubert et al (1969)
can be adapted (Fowler, 1981) Consider the convection of a fluid in a layer Rayleigh number, the appropriately scaled temperof depth d. We nondimensionalise the temperature ature equation will be of singular perturbation T and depth y by putting type, and in the absence of viscous or radiogenic T = Tb0, y = dy*, 
where source terms, we can expect that thermal boundary layers will occur, but that elsewhere (i.e., in the interior) the entropy will be nearly cons- (Anderson 1979 (Anderson , 1980 (Anderson , 1981 
